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Seeding of the forward Raman instability by ionization fronts and Raman backscatter
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The self-modulated laser wakefield accelerator utilizes the forward Raman instability to drive a large-
amplitude plasma wave. The effectiveness of this process could depend on how it competes with other
processes such as self-focusing and cavitation, or other instabilities such as filamentation and hosing. The
relative timing between the various processes is dependent on the nature of the seed for each instability. Both
ionization fronts and Raman backscatter are capable of seeding the forward Raman instability. This causes the
forward Raman instability to emerge much earlier than would otherwise be expected.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The self-modulated regime of laser plasma interaction
defined by a laser pulse with a normalized vector poten
on the order of unity (eA/mc2'1), a pulse length of severa
plasma periods (ctpulse'10lp), and a frequency severa
times the plasma frequency (v0'10vp). In the one-
dimensional limit, the interaction between such a pulse an
plasma is dominated by the forward Raman instability@1#.
The forward Raman instability results in a modulation of t
laser pulse at the plasma frequency, and a correspon
modulation of the plasma density. The resulting plasma w
grows until it reaches the wave-breaking limit, after whi
large numbers of background electrons are self-trapped
accelerated to high energies. The self-modulated laser w
field accelerator~SM-LWFA! utilizes this mechanism to
generate a beam of high-energy electrons. These high-en
electrons have been observed both experimentally an
particle-in-cell~PIC! simulations@2–9#.

In modeling the SM-LWFA, it has always been assum
that the plasma is preionized. In experiments, on the o
hand, the plasma has always been created by the same
pulse which is to undergo self-modulation. Moreover,
modeling the SM-LWFA certain reduced models are som
times used which preclude Raman backscatter. In this p
we show that for typical experimental parameters, both i
ization effects and Raman backscatter can strongly influe
the evolution of the forward Raman instability.

The importance of ionization effects in the self-modulat
regime follows from sensitivity to initial conditions. In par
ticular, the evolution of the laser and the electron distribut
function will depend strongly on the manner in which t
various instabilities are seeded. In multidimensions, the
of possible outcomes is quite rich due to the fact that
plasma supports Raman scattering at all angles, along
filamentation and whole beam self-focusing. The on
dimensional case is much simpler, since only Raman forw
scatter~RFS! and Raman backscatter~RBS! are important. In
this paper we restrict our attention to the one-dimensio
case. Although a one-dimensional study may not provide
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adequate description of laboratory experiments, it does p
vide the background for future studies in multidimensions

II. SEEDING MECHANISMS

Parametric instabilities in a plasma are seeded by den
fluctuations, or fluctuations in the laser envelope, which c
tain Fourier components lying within the spectrum of u
stable frequencies. In the case of Raman forward scatte
~RFS! the obvious contributions to this seed are the wa
driven by the finite laser pulse and the plasma oscillatio
comprising the thermal noise spectrum. A less obvious c
tribution is the wake driven by the ionization front, and mo
subtle still, is the coupling between RBS and RFS. The se
ing of RFS via RBS has been discussed previously@10#, and
will be revisited in this paper. The possibility that RFS mig
be seeded by ionization fronts was alluded to in a theoret
context in Refs.@11# and @12#, and in an experimental con
text in Ref.@13#.

In the case of RBS, the instability grows from dens
fluctuations with frequencyvp and wave number'(2v0
2vp)/c, wherevp is the plasma frequency andv0 is the
laser frequency@14#. Such fluctuations could emerge from
thermal noise, or from nonlinear forces exerted by the la
itself. In the case of linearly polarized radiation, thev3B
force contains a component with frequency 2v0 and wave
number 2v0 /c. The plasma responds to this force with
component not only at the driving frequency, but also at
natural frequencyvp . The response at the natural frequen
maintains the wave number of the driver and can therefore
amplified by RBS. This conclusion is corroborated by flu
simulations in which linearly polarized light excites RB
while circularly polarized light does not@15#. In PIC simu-
lations, however, numerical noise levels are higher and R
is therefore excited even for circular polarization.

III. IONIZATION-INDUCED WAKES

The laser intensities and time scales in typical SM-LWF
experiments lead to tunneling as the dominant ionizat
mechanism. We therefore model ionization using the A
mosov, Delone, and Krainov~ADK ! model @16# for tunnel-
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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ing ionization. For hydrogen or helium, the rate at whi
electron density increases is

dne

dt
5(

i
1.61va

Zi
2

Ni
9/2F10.87

Zi
3

Ni
4

Ea

E G2Ni23/2

3expF2
2

3

Zi
3

Ni
3

Ea

E Gni , ~1!

where the sum is over the neutral and ion particle specieE
is the laser field,va'4.1331016s21, Ea'5.2131011V/m,
Zi is the residual charge state of speciesi, Ui is the ioniza-
tion potential of speciesi normalized to that of hydrogen
Ni5ZiUi

21/2, andni is the density of speciesi. The expo-
nential in Eq.~1! leads to a threshold behavior whereby t
ionization rate suddenly becomes very large when the la
intensity reaches a certain value. In laser ionized plasm
this leads to a density profile which is well approximated
a step function moving with the laser. For typical SM-LWF
parameters, the ionization front occurs very early in
pulse.

In a preionized plasma, a weakly relativistic laser pu
drives a wake field according to@17#

f~z!'
1

4 E0

z

ua~z8!u2 sin~z2z8!dz8, ~2!

wheref is the scalar potential normalized tomc2/e, a is the
envelope of the vector potential normalized tomc2/e, and
z5z2ct. The complex envelopea is defined in terms of the
real-valued vector potential as follows:

ã5
a

2
eiv0z/c1c.c.

Here, v0 is the frequency of the laser. For typical SM
LWFA parameters, the amplitude of the wakefield is su
that f!a. However, the amplitude is still large enough
that the corresponding density fluctuation is expected to
the dominant seed for Raman instabilities in the forward
near-forward direction.

There are two mechanisms whereby an ionization fr
can enhance the wakefield described by Eq.~2!. The first
mechanism we call the ‘‘ionization-induced ponderomot
force’’ and the second we call ‘‘ionization-induced steepe
ing.’’ The ionization-induced ponderomotive force was fir
described in Ref.@11#, where it was shown that if a particle i
born at rest in a plane wave, the ensuing orbit contain
transverse drift momentum

^p'&5qã ~3!

and a longitudinal drift momentum

^pi&5
q2

mc

a2

2 H 1/21sin2 c linear polarization

1 circular polarization,
~4!

wherec is the phase of the particle in the laser field at t
instant of ionization,ã is the normalized vector potential a
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the instant of ionization, anda is the laser envelope as de
fined above. The angle brackets emphasize that the osc
tory part of the solution has not been given. The transve
drift averages to zero when integrated over all particles,
the longitudinal drift does not. This implies that longitudin
momentum is constantly added to the electron fluid in
region of the ionization front. As shown in Ref.@11#, the
effective force density associated with this process is

nF5 K d

dt
npi L 'c

dn

dz
^pi&. ~5!

This resembles a ponderomotive force in the sense that
expressed in terms of a gradient, it depends on intensity,
it emerges out of an average over optical cycles. An expl
formula for the wake-field amplitude in the presence of t
effect has been given in Ref.@12#.

To understand ionization-induced steepening, consider
standard quasiparaxial wave equation for the laser enve
a,

~¹T
222iv0]t12]tz!a5

n

g
a,

where¹T
2 is the transverse Laplacian,t5t, g is the relativ-

istic Lorentz factor associated with a fluid element, and
system of units has been used wherec5vp51. In one di-
mension, after expanding in the small parameters 1/v0 anda,
this becomes

]t a'2
1

2iv0
S 11

]z

iv0
D FnaS 12

uau2

2 D G .
By inserting the forma5Aeiu, one obtains equations for th
real-valued amplitude and phase

]A

]t
5

1

2v0
2 FAS 12

A2

2 D ]n

]z
1nS 12

3A2

2 D ]A

]z G ,
]u

]t
5

n

2v0
S 12

A2

2 D S 11
1

v0

]u

]z D .

Inspection of the equation forA reveals that if]n/]z is large
and negative,]A/]t will be large and negative also. Since
the vicinity of an ionization front]n/]z is indeed large and
negative, the laser amplitude will rapidly diminish ther
Over time this will lead to the development of a depress
in the laser envelope, which in turn implies the developm
of a steep gradient in laser intensity. The steepening of
laser envelope will lead to an enhanced ponderomotive
pulse since the ponderomotive force is proportional to
gradient in laser intensity. This ponderomotive impulse w
drive a wake field.

Physically, the reduction of the laser amplitude near
ionization front can be understood in terms of photons d
persing spatially due to the fact that photons in the plas
propagate more slowly than photons in vacuum.
4-2
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FIG. 1. Evolution of laser in-
tensity in an illustrative regime.
~a! Initial laser intensity.~b! Laser
intensity after 400vp

21 in preion-
ized plasma.~c! Laser intensity af-
ter 100vp

21 in hydrogen and~d!
after 400vp

21. ~e! Electron density
after 100vp

21 in hydrogen and~f!
after 400vp

21. ~g! Laser intensity
after 100vp

21 in hydrogen with
the ionization-induced pondero
motive force turned off and~h! af-
ter 400vp

21. Here,lp52pc/vp .
Intensity is plotted as the squar
of the normalized vector potential
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IV. SIMULATIONS

We model ionization effects in the self-modulated regim
using turboWAVE, a fully relativistic, fully electromagneti
particle-in-cell ~PIC! code @18#. TurboWAVE offers two
modes of operation. First, it can be run as a standard f
explicit PIC code. Second, it can be run using the ponde
motive guiding center~PGC! algorithm @18#. Short descrip-
tions of the the PGC algorithm and the ionization algorith
are given in the Appendixes. In the context of this paper,
distinction between the PGC mode and the fully expli
mode is primarily that the PGC algorithm does not acco
for RBS. This property is useful because it allows the effe
of ionization to be isolated from the effects of RBS. We w
04640
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-

e
t
t
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perform simulations using both the PGC algorithm and
fully explicit algorithm. We will consider only circular po-
larization in order to keep the ionization rate constant on
optical time scale.

A. Illustration of ionization effects

We consider first a regime which is useful for illustrativ
purposes. From a pure plasma physics point of view,
regime of interest is defined by the peak vector potentiala0
51, the frequency ratiov0 /vp510, and the pulse length
ctpulse.lp . If these quantities are regarded as fixed,
position of the ionization front within the laser pulse is d
termined by the type of gas and the laser frequency in ph
4-3
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D. F. GORDONet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046404
cal units. For purposes of illustration, it is most advantage
when the ionization front appears about half way up the
time of the laser pulse. In the self-modulated regime, tak
the case of hydrogen, this occurs for laser radiation wit
wavelength of 75mm and a gas density of 231015 cm23.
The intensity of the laser would be on the order of 1014

W/cm2. Again, these parameters are considered for illus
tive purposes only. The more realistic case of 1mm radiation
will be dealt with below.

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show the results of a simulatio
using the PGC algorithm where a circularly polarized la
pulse was propagated into a preionized plasma. The pa
eters area051/A2, v0510vp , and tpulse520vp

21, where
tpulse is the full width at half maximum and the pulse sha
is the one discussed in Ref.@18#. The cell size was 0.05c/vp

and the time step was 0.025vp
21. Each cell contained 40

simulation particles. The plasma-vacuum interface occup

FIG. 2. Gray-scale image of the electron density showing rec
sion of the ionization front. The dark areas correspond to high d
sity. The dashed line represents the group velocity.
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one cell, and was placed 25c/vp from the initial peak of the
pulse. The figure shows that in the case of preionizati
there is very little effect on the laser pulse after 400vp

21 of
propagation time.

Figures 1~c! through 1~f! show the results of a PGC simu
lation where a laser pulse was propagated into hydrogen
The parameters are the same as for the preionized case
effect of ionization is dramatic. After only 100vp

21 a signifi-
cant modulation can be seen on the laser pulse. Ionizat
induced steepening can also be observed. Figures 1~e! and
1~f! show the electron density. Initially, the electrons a
loaded uniformly. However, the ionization process results
electron heating@19# which randomizes the electron pos
tions over time. Thus, the noise level increases with dista
behind the ionization front.

Figures 1~g! and 1~h! show the results of a simulatio
using the same parameters again, but with the ionizat
induced ponderomotive force turned off. The modulation
the laser is smaller but still significant. Evidently, for the
parameters, ionization-induced steepening and
ionization-induced ponderomotive force contribute abo
equally to the seeding of forward Raman.

Another interesting effect of ionization-induced steepe
ing is that it causes the ionization front to recede in the gro
velocity frame of the laser. This can be understood in ter
of the fact that as the laser amplitude is diminished, it ev
tually drops below the threshold for ionization. The ioniz
tion front must then move backwards to where the intens
is higher. Over time, therefore, the laser pulse develops a
plateau in the region preceding the ionization front. This p
teau can be seen in Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!. Figure 2 illustrates
the recession of the ionization front explicitly.

B. Ionization in the experimental regime

We next consider the experimental regime, defined b
laser wavelength of 1mm. For the nominal SM-LWFA pa-

s-
n-
-

d

FIG. 3. PGC simulation of ex-
perimental SM-LWFA param-
eters. ~a! Initial pulse. ~b! Laser
intensity in preionized plasma af
ter 500vp

21. ~c! Laser intensity in
helium after 500vp

21. ~d! Electron
density in helium after 500vp

21,
showing HeI and HeII ionization
fronts. Here, lp52pc/vp , and
Ebr5mcvp /e is the cold wave-
breaking field. Intensity is plotted
as the square of the normalize
vector potential,a.
4-4
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FIG. 4. Fully explicit PIC
simulation of RBS and RFS in a
preionized plasma.~a! Laser in-
tensity after 100vp

21, showing the
onset of RBS.~b! Axial electric
field after 100vp

21. ~c! Laser in-
tensity after 140vp

21, showing the
early stages of RFS.~d! Axial
electric field after 140vp

21. ~e!
Laser intensity after 260vp

21,
showing the advanced stages
RFS. ~f! Axial electric field after
260vp

21. Here, ET is the trans-
verse electric field and Ebr

5mcvp /e is the cold wave-
breaking field.
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rameters considered in this paper, this corresponds
plasma density of approximately 1019cm23 and an intensity
on the order of 1018 W/cm2. For these parameters, the io
ization front appears much earlier in the pulse than in
case of the illustrative regime. Nevertheless, ionization
fects have a significant effect on the interaction.

We first consider PGC simulations witha051/&, v0

510vp , and tpulse590vp
21. The laser is again circularly

polarized, and starts out with its peak 95c/vp from a one-
cell-thick vacuum-plasma~or vacuum-gas! interface. The
cell size was 0.1c/vp , the time step was 0.05vp

21, and there
were 40 particles per cell. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the
outcome in the preionized case. After 500vp

21 of propaga-
tion time, the modulation of the laser intensity is hardly p
ceptible. Figure 3~c! shows the laser intensity after 500vp

21

of propagation time in helium. In this case the modulation
large. Figure 3~d! shows the electron density. Note the tw
ionization fronts associated with the two helium char
states. Comparison with Fig. 3~c! reveals that even the HeII
ionization front appears quite early in the laser pulse. T
emphasizes the fact that small effects can strongly influe
the outcome of a laser plasma interaction in the s
modulated regime.
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C. Backscatter in the experimental regime

We now consider fully explicit PIC calculations. Thes
calculations are distinguished from PGC calculations prim
rily in that they account for RBS. Although RBS saturates
a low level, it has a large growth rate and could be import
in terms of its ability to seed RFS. Indeed, previous P
simulations@10# have suggested that RBS causes a defor
tion of the pump wave form which generates a wake a
causes RFS to appear earlier than would otherwise be
pected.

In the simulations presented here, particles were loa
uniformly with zero thermal velocity. The seed for RBS w
therefore as small as it could be made in a PIC code, aris
either from round-off error, errors associated with the fin
grid, or the physical mechanism discussed in Sec. II. It w
confirmed that round-off error contributes to the noise sou
for RBS by noting that RBS started much earlier when low
precision floating point numbers were used for the calcu
tion.

To determine the importance of RBS alone, we consi
first a fully explicit PIC simulation where a circularly polar
ized laser witha051/&, v055vp , andtpulse590vp

21 in-
teracts with a preionized plasma. The cell size w
4-5
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FIG. 5. Fully explicit PIC
simulation of RBS and RFS in he
lium. ~a! Electron density after
60vp

21. ~b! Axial electric field af-
ter 60vp

21. ~c! Laser intensity af-
ter 240vp

21. ~d! Axial electric
field after 240vp

21. ~e! Laser in-
tensity field after 300vp

21. ~f!
Axial electric field after 300vp

21.
Here,ET is the transverse electric
field and Ebr5mcvp /e is the
cold wave-breaking field.
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0.025c/vp , the time step was 0.02vp
21, and there were 40

particles per cell. Figure 4~a! shows the laser intensity afte
100vp

21. The prominent feature near the peak of the pu
has a wavelength of 0.11lp'2p/2k02kp , and can therefore
be identified with the onset of RBS. The lower-level inte
ference pattern behind the main feature is the reflection g
erated at the vacuum-plasma boundary. Figure 4~b! shows
the axial electric field after 100vp

21. The exponentially
growing wave is again indicative of RBS. Figure 4~c! shows
the laser intensity after 140vp

21. A ‘‘notch’’ in the laser
envelope has developed near the peak of the pulse, pre
ably due to continual depletion of the pump by t
backward-propagating Stokes wave. This notch correspo
to the deformation that previous workers@10# identified as a
seeding mechanism for forward Raman. This identificatio
consistent with Fig. 4~d!, which shows a plasma wave wit
wave number'vp /c beginning to develop. Figures 4~e! and
4~f! show the laser intensity and axial electric field af
260vp

21 of propagation time. The laser intensity is no
modulated at the frequency associated with RFS, but
modulation is obscured by the finer structure imposed
RBS. The modulation associated with RFS can be m
clearly seen in the axial electric field. Examination of F
4~f! shows that the modulation peaks where it starts and
cays toward the back of the pulse. This is the opposite of
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behavior observed in the PGC simulations of Fig. 3. App
ently RBS generates a very strong noise source which
localized to the point in the pulse where RBS begins.

D. Backscatter and ionization together

For the last simulation, we consider the ionization of h
lium by a circularly polarized laser pulse witha051/&,
v055vp , andtpulse590vp

21. The results are shown in Fig
5. Figures 5~a! and 5~b! illustrate the onset of RBS, which
occurs after about 60vp

21 of propagation time. Careful in-
spection of Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! reveals that the wake starts
the location of the HeI ionization front, and becomes mor
noticeable at the location of the HeII ionization front. Figure
5~b! shows the high frequency wave associated with R
developing a few wavelengths from the onset of the wa
The location of this feature was found to be weakly dep
dent on the number of particles used in the simulation. T
onset of RBS was also studied using fluid simulations@15#.
In fluid simulations with circular polarization and ionization
RBS arose in a manner very similar to that observed
Fig. 5.

The evolution of RFS is illustrated in Figs. 5~c! through
5~f!. Figure 5~c! shows the laser intensity after 240vp

21. This
illustrates the early stages of RFS. The RBS notch can
4-6
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SEEDING OF THE FORWARD RAMAN INSTABILITY BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046404
seen nearz5210. Figure 5~e! shows the laser intensity afte
300vp

21. At this point two distinct manifestations of RF
can be seen. Forz,210, RFS is strongly affected by RBS
As discussed below, this involves the wave-breaking of R
which heats the plasma very early in the interaction. T
wave breaking of RFS also occurs, as evidenced by the
that the axial electric field has exceeded the wave-brea
amplitude. Forz.210, the instability is seeded only b
ionization and occurs in a cold plasma. Correspondingly,
peaks in the laser intensity are cleanly separated by
plasma wavelength.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the axial electron distribution fun
tion ~EDF! at three times. Figure 6~a! shows the EDF after

FIG. 6. Intensity plot of electron density in thez-pz phase plane.
~a! Phase-space density after 80vp

21, ~b! after 160vp
21, and~c! after

320vp
21.
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21. Substantial broadening has occurred in the reg

nearz5210. Figure 6~b! shows the EDF after 160vp
21. The

hot electrons nearz5220 are clear evidence of the wav
breaking of RBS. Figure 6~c! shows the EDF after 320vp

21.
For z.210, the plasma is cold, but it also exhibits a mod
lation at the plasma wavelength due to RFS. The presenc
very fast electrons nearz5215 indicates the wave breakin
of RFS in that region. The plasma continues to be heated
RBS for z,215.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Ionization fronts excite plasma waves because of
ionization-induced ponderomotive force and ionizatio
induced steepening. These plasma waves are an impo
seeding mechanism for the forward Raman instability, ev
in regimes where the ionization front appears very early
the pulse. If the noise source for backscatter could be m
arbitrarily small, the ionization front would be the domina
seeding mechanism for typical SM-LWFA parameters.
backscatter grows to the point where significant pump de
tion occurs, a deformation of the pump at the point in t
pulse where RBS began also acts as a strong seed for
ward Raman. This was indeed the case in PIC simulati
where the noise source for RBS was reduced all the way
level where round-off error was important.

When both ionization and backscatter are included in
same simulation, two distinct manifestations of RFS can
observed. In the region of the pulse unaffected by RBS, R
causes a smooth modulation at the plasma frequency. In
region where RFS and RBS must coexist, the modulatio
much less coherent.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we give a brief description of the po
deromotive guiding center~PGC! algorithm. The PGC algo-
rithm presumes there is a large separation between the
quency of the plasma response and the frequency of the
fields. The plasma response is computed using standard
techniques. The calculation is fully electromagnetic and fu
relativistic. The laser fields are computed according to
envelope equation for the complex-valued vector potentiaa
defined by

a5
ã

2
eiv~ t2z!1c.c.,

where we have takenc51. Using the speed of light variable
z5z2t andt5t, it was shown by Mora and Antonsen, J
@20# that the envelope equation is approximated by
4-7
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~22iv0]t12]tz1DT!a5neK 1

g L a,

wherev0 is the laser frequency,DT is the transverse Laplac
ian, andne is the slowly varying part of the electron densit
Also, we define

K 1

g L [~11P21uau2/2!21/2,

whereP is the slowly varying part of the momentum. Fu
ther, we have taken the plasma frequency, electronic m
and magnitude of the electronic charge to be unity.

Once the fields are computed the electrons are pus
according to

] tP52~E1v3B!2 K 1

g L“ uau2

4
,

whereE andB are the slowly varying electric and magnet
fields associated with the wake. Finally, the charge den
and current density are deposited onto the numerical grid
the solution of Maxwell’s equations, while the quantity^1/g&
is deposited onto the numerical grid for the solution of t
envelope equation.
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APPENDIX B

In this appendix we give a brief description of the turb
WAVE ionization algorithm. The algorithm begins with
calculation of the ionization rate from Eq.~1!. This is done
by defining as a grid quantity the density of each neutra
ion species. The number of particles created in each
during one time step is then computed. The fractional par
saved so that it can be added in during the next cycle. In
case of the explicit code, the new particles are added to
particle list with zero momentum. Spatially, they are load
in the cell starting from the left and moving to the right
regular intervals. In the case of the PGC algorithm, the ini
momentum is computed from Eqs.~3! and ~4!. In this case,
the ionization-induced ponderomotive force can be ‘‘turn
off’’ by loading the particles with zero momentum instea
Finally, the density corresponding to the number of partic
added to the cell is subtracted from the neutral or ion den
in the cell.

The above algorithm does not maintain the energy b
ance between the electromagnetic field and the ioniza
potential. However, in the regime we are considering t
error is not serious. To fully ionize a cylinder of helium wit
radius 10mm and length 500mm requires about 25mJ. The
laser pulse contains about 1 J.
.
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